
Scoutmaster’s Junior
 Leader Training
Getting Acquainted 

Warm-up games

Many of these games could be used as a warm-up, during lunch break or at the end of the 
program.

Crowded Circle
Draw a circle on the floor about 6 feet in diameter. Have the scouts walk freely around 
the room.  Turn the lights off for 10 seconds.  In the darkness, all players must get inside 
the circle.  When the lights go back on, everyone must freeze on the spot.  All players 
found outside the circle are out of he game.  The game continues with shorter darkness 
periods, if necessary, until only one player finds the circle.
Variation 1: Draw three circles on the floor – number them and when the lights go out 
announce which ring will be used.
Variation 2: Make as many circles as patrols 

Merit Badge Identification
A picture of each Merit badge, each picture numbered but not identified by title. (The 
Merits of scouting Poster), a sheet of paper and pencil for each scout.
Procedure: Spread out the numbered merit badge pictures on one or more tables.  As each 
scout arrives at the meeting, give him a sheet of paper.  Ask him to number his paper 
from one to the highest number merit badge.  Instruct the scouts to study the badges and 
write down the correct title on the paper.
Have the scouts exchange and score, compare and score, or brainstorm.

Scramble Games
These games can be played in many ways. In one game markers, chairs, pieces of carpet, 
spots of tape, etc. are placed in a large circle, one for each participant. The leader would 
stand inside the circle and introduce himself then announce that everyone having 
something (red on or a scout shirt etc.) would have to move. No one can move to an 
adjacent spot. The leader would take an empty space thereby forcing someone else to 
introduce themselves and make an announcement.

I Need Someone Who
Please find instructions in attachments
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